Specifications
• Input impedance: Greater than 1MΩ
• Output impedance: Less than 40KΩ
• Controls: Fuzz and Volume
• Features: Plate starvation switch
• All tube: Based on N.O.S. space-grade milspec subminiature triode vacuum tube
• Audiophile: Fully discrete, class A signal path 100% thermionic design!
• True bypass: With ‘anti-pop’ or ‘thump’ footswitching circuitry
• Power requirements: 12VDC @ 600mA Centre positive 2.1mm barrel connector
• Dimensions: Width 4.75"; Depth 3.75"
• Weight: 12oz ( on Earth); 4½oz (Mercury)
• Construction: Solid die-cast aluminum box
• Finish: Yellow powder coat
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Introduction

Tubes

The MERCURY™ fuzz pushes vacuum tubes to
their absolute limits for some devastatingly thick and
warm fuzz sounds. This beautiful little pedal is built
on a hand selected space-grade pencil tube and
N.O.S. germanium point-contact crystal diodes –
there’s a lot of glass in this pedal! At full throttle this
little pedal can generate outrageous ‘blockingdistortion’ which sounds like a tube amp being
pushed beyond it’s limits. Rolling back the ‘Fuzz’
knob creates rich fuzz tones with endless amounts
of smooth liquid sustain that stretches notes into
infinity . At lower fuzz settings the MERCURY fuzz
cleans up for some beautiful and natural sounding
(real!) tube dirt and overdrive.

The MERCURY fuzz signal path is
based on a N.O.S. Sylvania milspec subminiature twin triode tube.
Raytheon (meaning, “light of the
Gods”) developed subminiature
(pencil)
tubes
for
military
applications in the 1950s. The
subminiature tube is manufactured
to
meet
stringent
Mil-E-1
specification for reliability and
designed for long service life under
conditions
of
severe
shock,
vibration
(20,000G!),
high
temperature and high altitude. Subminiature tubes
represent the pinnacle of tube technology and offer
more consistent musical performance than silicon
germanium transistors.

Audiophile grade components and silver solder are
used throughout the circuit. Instrumentation grade
metal-film resistors are utilised for their low-noise
and stability , polyester coupling capacitors for their
ability to resolve fine signal detail and ground-plane
construction for lowest possible noise and hum.
Thank you for supporting Effectrode pedals. I wish
you many years of musical enjoyment from this
limited edition hand-built, all-tube fuzz pedal.
Phil Taylor – Designer

Within a few years germanium/galena 'cat-whiskers'
were being used by amateur radio enthusiasts and
in early commercial radios. The development of
radar systems during WWII then led to a demand for
a more reliable high frequency , low-noise
detector/mixer – the diode.

Millions of silicon crystal diodes, such as the 1N21,
were manufactured in the 1940s for military radar
use. Sylvania pioneered the use of germanium for
diodes, with the introduction in 1946 of the 1N34 –
the first commercial germanium crystal diode.

Controls
Fuzz knob controls the amount of signal from the tube
gain stages feeding the crystal diode clipping circuitry .
This is a logarithmic control with excellent range from
a balanced, rich, robust overdrive/distortion to supersaturated sustaining, fuzzed tones. The tube circuitry
inside the MERCURY fuzz makes it an extremely
touch sensitive and expressive pedal. Setting the fuzz
knob a little higher than you might normally use
makes it possible to take advantage of pedal’s
dynamic response. Rolling back the volume on your
guitar and picking lighter will produce a range of clean
and smooth bluesy drive tones, however you can still
dig in to push the MERCURY into heavier distortion
sounds.
Volume knob is used to match the bypassed and
engaged levels of the MERCURY fuzz or set the
engaged level higher so that the pedal can provide
additional boost or push the input of a tube amp for
further drive and distortion.
Heat toggle switch allows the second tube stage to be
operated at reduced plate voltage (starvation).
Starving the tube creates a harder , more transistorlike sound for cheesy fuzz sounds. Starvation
effectively under-biases the tube and at low voltages,
of 40 Volts or so, the tube spends more time in ‘cutoff’. At this point it begins to function more like a diode
and less like an amplifier to generate additional
asymmetric distortion.

The result is a whole host of analogue synth-like and
cheap, farty fuzz sounds. At voltages of 10 to 20
Volts the tube is so under-biased that cut-off creates
a noise-gate action, robbing the signal of any sustain
that is normally associated with high gain distortion
pedals. At these low plate voltages it is the guitar
signal itself that is supplying the additional bias to
make the tube conduct. Y ou can actually hear the
electrons hitting the plate in clumps – a very sad
kind of sputtering sound, not unlike like an old T .V .
set or transistor radio perpetually burning out. The
plate H.T . voltage is fully adjustable using the
internal ‘ST ARVE’ trim-pot.
A second ‘BRIGHT’ trim-pot allows tailoring of higher
frequency components above the 2KHz region. This
is a first order filter with a gentle roll-off rate and
natural shelve characteristic. It can be used to create
fuzz sounds with more ‘oomph’ or open out and add
‘air’ for solo work.
To sum up, the MERCURY fuzz is a pedal with two
completely distinct characters. On one hand it can
generate rich, musical, fuzzed guitar sounds with
endless amounts liquid sustain, and on the other , it
can create a cheap, sputtering distortion with
absolutely no sustain at all. Between these two
extremes, lies a spectrum of classic and totally
unique undiscovered fuzz sounds.

Footswitch allows selection between effectified
(fuzzed) and non-effectified ( dry) signal. Silent true
bypass switching ensures there are no ‘pops’ or
‘thump’ when engaging the effect and that there is
absolutely no loss of tone from your guitar to your
amp when the effect is disengaged. Additionally , the
tube signal path in this pedal is built to demanding
audiophile specification to ensure hi-fidelity and signal
integrity at all times - the benefit that your guitar tone
always remains pure and intact.

History of the Crystal Diode
Crystal diode technology began its development in the
early 1900s, where wireless receivers utilised a thin
wire that made mechanical contact against the face a
crystal. The wire had to be manually adjusted to find
the 'hot-spot' on the crystal for best radio wave
detection. This device allowed current to pass in one
direction only , and so rectified the received carrier
signal to provide a D.C. voltage that could drive
headphones.

